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Purpose: This study aims to present the performance of a multi-point plastic scintillation detector (mPSD) as a
tool for real-time dose measurements (covering three orders of magnitude in dose rate), source-position triangulation,
and dwell time assessment in high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy.
Methods: A previously characterized and optimized three-point sensor system was used for in vivo HDR
brachytherapy measurements. The detector was composed of three scintillators: BCF-60, BCF-12, and BCF-10.
Scintillation light was transmitted through a single 1-mm-diameter clear optical fibre and read by a compact
assembly of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Each component was numerically optimized to allow for signal
deconvolution using a multispectral approach, taking care of the Cerenkov stem effect as well as extracting the
dose from each scintillator. The PMTs were read simultaneously using a data acquisition board at a rate of 100
KHz and controlled with in-house software based on Python. An 192Ir source (Flexitron, Elekta-Brachy) was
remotely controlled and sent to various positions in a home-made PMMA phantom, ensuring 0.1 mm positional
accuracy. Dose measurements covering a range of 0.5 to 10 cm from the source were carried out according to
TG-43 U1 recommendations. Water measurements were performed in order to: (1) characterize the systems
response in terms of angular dependence; (2) obtain the relative contribution of positioning and measurement
uncertainties to the total system uncertainty; (3) assess the systems temporal resolution; and (4) track the source
position in real time. The triangulation principle was applied to report the source position in three-dimensional space.
Results: As expected, the positioning uncertainty dominated close to the source, whereas the measurement
uncertainty dominated at larger distances. A maximum measurement uncertainty of 17 % was observed for the
BCF-60 scintillator at 10 cm from the source. Based on the uncertainty chain, the best compromises between
positioning and measurement uncertainties were reached at 17.2 mm, 17.4 mm, and 17.5 mm for the BCF-10,
BCF-12, and BCF-60 scintillators, respectively, which also corresponded to the recommended optimal distances to
the source for calibration purposes. The detector further exhibited no angular dependence. All dose values were
found to be within 2% of the dose value at 90◦. In the experiments performed for source-position determination, the
system provided an average location with a standard deviation under 1.7 mm. The maximum observed differences
between measured and expected values were 1.82 mm and 1.8 mm in the x- and z-directions, respectively. Deviations
between the mPSD measurements and expected TG-43 values were below 5% in all the explored measurement
conditions. With regard to dwell time measurement accuracy, the maximum deviation observed at all distances
was 0.56± 0.25 s, with a weighted average of the three scintillators of 0.07± 0.05 s at all distances covered in this study.
Conclusions: Real-time HDR brachytherapy measurements were performed with an optimized mPSD system.
The performance of the system demonstrated that it could be used for simultaneous, in vivo, real-time reporting of
dose, dwell time, and source position during HDR brachytherapy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
High dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy is a radiation therapy procedure in which the ra-
dioactive sources are placed a short distance from the target. This modality is characterized
by a high dose gradient near the source (20%/mm or more for the first centimeter), a fea-
ture that affords a high level of protection to surrounding healthy tissues. Owing to these
high dose gradients, small uncertainties can result in significant dose variations. Thus, if
small errors take place during the treatment and are not immediately detected, harmful
consequences and secondary radiation effects may occur. If detected at all, these errors
are typically only identified after treatment because of the limited availability of commer-
cial real-time treatment-monitoring systems. Afterloader safety systems can identify dose
delivery errors that originate from mechanical obstruction of the source and improper guide-
tube connections. However, incorrectly specified source strengths or erroneously connected
source-transfer guide tubes can go unnoticed1,2.
Routine in vivo dosimetry can be a powerful tool to determine whether deviations from
the treatment plan occur during treatment delivery. In vivo dosimetry provides direct in-
formation about the level of agreement between planned and measured doses in or near the
tumor region. However, it requires a radiation detection system capable of measuring the
cumulative dose or dose rate with good sensitivity, precision, and accuracy. Different types
of detectors have been studied for in vivo dosimetry applications in brachytherapy3–5. A
review by Tanderup et al.6 highlighted the main aspects of various detectors that could be
used as in vivo dosimeters in brachytherapy. One such detector, the plastic scintillation
detector (PSD), has several advantages that have been recently highlighted in the literature,
a key one being their real-time response7–18. Although PSDs are affected by the stem effect
and temperature variations12,19, several investigations have developed methods to correct
both of these dependencies in the detector response7,9,14,15,20–23.
Most of the studies characterizing PSD response were conducted using an optical fibre
connected to a single point of measurement as a sensitive volume. However, studies have
also demonstrated the feasibility of using multiple scintillation detectors (mPSDs) attached
to a single optical chain23,24. A study done by Linares Rosales et al.18 characterized the re-
sponse of an mPSD system for application to HDR brachytherapy; the authors demonstrated
that with proper optimization of the signal collection chain, this mPSD system is accurate
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within clinically relevant distances from the source. Additionally, previous work explored
the source-tracking capacity of different detectors in HDR brachytherapy25–30. Some studies
used an array of dosimeters placed on the patients skin, and others a flat-panel detector.
In a study of source-position tracking with a single-point detector in HDR brachytherapy,
Johansen et al.26 used the dose values from the treatment planning system to develop a
method to determine average source shifts within catheters through a Gaussian fit. Besides
the aforementioned, brachytherapy clinics do not verify their treatments in real time. The
available real time systems present small signal-to-noise ratios, limited time resolution, large
measurements uncertainties and can detect only errors in the order of 20% or more31. The
current study presents the dosimetric performance of a previously optimized and character-
ized mPSD system in the context of in vivo dosimetry for HDR brachytherapy. Through
in-water dose measurements, we: (1) evaluated the angular response of the dosimeter; (2)
determined the relative contribution of positioning and measurement uncertainties to the
total uncertainty chain; (3) assessed the capacity of the system to measure individual dwell
times; and (4) tracked the source position in real time.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
II.A. A mPSD system components
The scintillation light is generated in a three-point PSD and detected through photomulti-
plier tubes (PMTs) coupled to a set of dichroic mirrors and filters, resulting in a combination
that allows for the deconvolution of scintillation light into different spectral bands. Figure 1
shows a schematic of the dosimetry system used in this study, which is similar to the system
reported by Linares Rosales et al.18. The cross-hatched components in figure 1 represent
the components that were also used in that system. Each assembly, composed of a dichroic
mirror, filter, and PMT, is referred as a channel (CH). According to the hyperspectral filter-
ing technique proposed by Archambault et al.23,the number of channels to be used depends
on the number of scintillator points N composing the mPSD, and equals N + 1. The addi-
tional channel is used to take into account the stem effect, which must be removed from the
measured signal32.
A few key changes were made to the system to improve its performance and obtain higher
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the dosimetry system used for HDR brachytherapy dose measurements. The
cross-hatched components represent similarities with the system reported by Linares Rosales et
al.18. A green transmission filter was placed after the BCF-60 PSD to avoid cross-excitation from
the BCF-10 and BCF-12 PSDs. CH indicates measurement channels. The filter used in CH-4 was
the A10033-71 from Hamamatsu. BA refers to beam aligner block A10760 from Hamamatsu. An
Olympus infinity-corrected objective lens (OL), model RMS40X from Thorlabs, was coupled to the
BA block.
overall light-collection efficiency. First, a filter with a transmission spectrum in the range of
475 to 600 nm was added to the mPSD after the BCF-60 scintillator because a measured
residual angular effect came from cross-excitation of the BCF-10 and BCF-12 scintillators.
This effect is characterized in Section III.C. The chosen filter was the Lee filter #121 from
PNTA (Seattle, WA, USA). The coupling technique used for detector construction was
previously described by Ayotte et al.33. Second, a beam aligner block (BA; module A10760
from Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ, USA)34) was included at the entrance of the light-
collection system, coupled to an Olympus infinity-corrected objective lens (OL; RMS40X
from Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA). Note that the filter in CH-4 is also different from that
initially recommended by Linares Rosales et al.18. Section II.B describes the experiments
performed to evaluate the impact of these new components on the light-collection efficiency.
The detector was made light-tight to avoid environmental light contribution and physical
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damage. The mPSD’s 1-mm inner diameter allowed its insertion into a 30-cm needle set from
Best Medical International (Springfield, VA, USA), which was used during measurements.
Furthermore, all the components were enclosed in a custom-made black box to exclude
external light.
A data acquisition board (DAQ NI USB-6289 M Series Multifunction I/O Device from
National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA)35 read the signal produced in each channel at a
rate of 100 kHz and sent it to a computer (Apple MacBook Pro, 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5). The
light-detection system was controlled independently from the irradiation unit with in-house
software based on Python.
II.B. Performance of light collection apparatus
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the experimental set-up used to evaluate the effect of using
the BA block and the A10033-71 filter. The shaded components in figure 2 highlight the
changes introduced in the dosimetry system used in this study from that used by Linares
Rosales et al.18. A white light source (model HL-2000 from Ocean Optics, Dunedin, USA)
was fixed at one end of a clear optical fiber (Eska GH-4001 from Mitsubishi Rayon Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), while the other end was connected to the system entrance interface.
The connection between the fiber and the first channel was named the entrance interface to
highlight that two types of components were used in that space: (a) a subminiature version
SMA adaptor like that used by Linares Rosales18 and (b) the BA block. As shown in Figure
2 , the light passes through the entrance interface and strikes a dichroic mirror. Depending
on the properties of the dichroic mirror, some of the incoming light is transmitted in the
x-direction, while the reflected light goes in the y-direction, passing through a bandpass
filter. The transmitted light then reaches a second and a third dichroic mirror, each with
different reflection and transmission properties. The amount of light being transmitted or
reflected was quantified in every interface. Thus, we were able to characterize both the light-
collection efficiency at each plane and the divergence of the light beam. For this analysis,
we replaced the PMTs from the original system with a charge-coupled device camera (Alta
U2000, Apogee, Roseville, CA, USA). Each channels output was set at a fixed distance, d,
of 80 cm from the camera. Ten images were acquired in two planes for each CH module, as
shown in Figure 2, and the background signal was subtracted.
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental set-up used to evaluate the light-collection efficiency at each
step. The shaded regions are the major component changes introduced in this dosimetry system.
The entrance interface is the region where the connection between the fiber and the first channel
takes place. CH, channel.
To characterize the light divergence, we obtained the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) on each picture profile. The light-collection efficiency was evaluated through
the collected light intensity in the profiles plateau. The system developed by Linares Ros-
ales et al.18 without any modifications was the reference system for the quantification of
the signal-collection efficiency. Two tests were done to perform this quantification. In Test
#1, we solely evaluated the effect of using the BA block at the entrance interface, without
any further modification to the Linares Rosales system. Test #2 evaluated the impact of
the A10033-71 filter on the light collected in CH-4. The BA block was used in the entrance
interface.
II.C. HDR brachytherapy irradiation unit
Dose measurements were carried out using a Flexitron HDR afterloader from Elekta
(Elekta Brachy, Veenendaal, The Netherlands). The cylindrical 192Ir source pellet was 0.6
mm in diameter and 3.5 mm in length and was housed inside a stainless steel capsule of 0.86
mm diameter and 4.6 mm length. The source air kerma strength (Sk) was 43810 U. The
HDR brachytherapy unit was remotely controlled and able to move the source to the desired
position in a water tank by means of a 30-cm needle set from Best Medical International.
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The mPSD was inserted into an additional catheter for use in real-time dose verification.
II.D. System calibration, dose measurements and Cerenkov removal
Dose values were recorded in real time by the mPSD under full TG-43 U1 conditions36.
All measurements were repeated at least five times, and the set-up was completely disas-
sembled and reassembled between measurements. The mathematical formalism proposed by
Archambault et al.23 was used to remove the stem signal. The calibration matrix and dose
values were calculated according to the formulation published by Linares-Rosales et al.18 for
a 3-points mPSD configuration. Calculations were done with a coordinate system, where
the radial direction to the source was represented as x and the longitudinal direction as z.
Calibrations and measurements were carried out under the same experimental conditions.
During the calibration process, measurements were performed with the 192Ir source dwelling
inside the catheters with a 1-mm step, and the detector positioned at a known x-distance
from the measurement catheter. Thus, the source dwell position, where the maximal signal
was produced, was related to each sensor z = 0 coordinate. Therefore, the relationship
between the produced signal and the TG-43 dose was derived, being the calibration ma-
trix independent of detector positioning errors. The absorbed dose deviations for the mPSD
were evaluated using the dose predicted by the TG-43 U1 formalism36 as the reference. Dose
values provided by the scintillators were integrated over the scintillator volume to account
for their finite size.
II.E. Relative contribution of the positioning and the measurement
uncertainties
The proper selection of calibration conditions is important for measurements of detector
response and performance: agreement with the TG-43 U1 expected dose, angular depen-
dence, and signal-to-noise ratio. The selection of the calibration distance was a compromise
between measurement uncertainties and positioning errors. Andersen et al. in 200937 showed
that positioning uncertainty dominates in measurements made close to the source, whereas
measurement uncertainty dominates at large distances. We performed an uncertainty anal-
ysis similar to the one described by Andersen et al.37 to select the most effective calibration
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distance for the mPSD.
Dose as a function of distance to the source as predicted by TG-43 U1 for each scintillator
constituted the reference dose. The uncertainty associated with the reference dose was
obtained by calculating the dose gradient per millimeter. This uncertainty is represented
as UTPS. Dose measurements were associated with a standard uncertainty called UM . We
estimated UM by taking 10 different measurements, each one with a dwell time of 30 s
per source position. Thus, at each explored source dwell position, UM was determined
using a sample of 300 measurements. Knowing the relative contribution of the positioning
uncertainty UTPS and the measurement uncertainty UM , we were able to estimate the
combined uncertainty UC associated with each scintillator as a function of the source-to-
detector distance. The point where the combined overall uncertainty was the smallest is
called in this paper the ”sweet spot” and was the distance chosen for each independent
scintillator’s calibration.
II.F. Angular dependence
We next explored the variation in the mPSD’s response as a function of variation in the
angle to the HDR brachytherapy source. Because the shape of the scintillators used was
cylindrical, no axial angle dependence was expected, but longitudinal angle dependence was
possible.
Precise detector positioning is key when evaluating a detectors angular response. In this
work, the scintillation detector was precisely positioned by using a home-made template,
as shown in Figure 3. It consisted of a solid-water slab of 30 × 30 × 1 cm3. The source
catheter lay in a groove in the template slab. The groove radius was 4 cm, allowing for a
270◦ source-rotation angle around the mPSD. The source was sent to each specific position
using a flexible catheter (LumenCare Azure 5F (Nucletron, Veenendaal, The Netherlands).
A source dwell time of 20 s was planned at each position. The slab containing the angular
variation template was submerged in a 40 × 40 × 40 cm3 water tank. To confirm the source
position, we performed initial irradiations with an EBT3 film. The angular dependence study
was conducted by placing the sensor at the center of the template (see figure 3). Repeated
irradiations were performed keeping all other variables fixed. To evaluate the effect of adding
a green filter to the BCF-60 scintillator (see Figure 6) , two mPSDs were used: (1) an mPSD
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the template used for mPSD angular dependence analysis.
assembly with a green filter coupled to BCF-60, as shown in Figure 1; and (2) an mPSD
assembly with no filter but with the exact same physical characteristics. Each measurement
was acquired five times, and the set-up was completely unmounted between measurements.
In addition, the same procedure was repeated on three different days.
II.G. 192Ir source tracking
We then evaluated the mPSD systems ability to report the position of the source in
three-dimensional space. This study was done with a precalibrated system under full TG-43
U1 conditions36.
Since the mPSD was held straight inside a catheter and the distance between the scin-
tillators was known, it was possible to apply the triangulation principle to determine the
source position relative to the mPSD. The cylindrical geometry of the sensitive volumes in
the mPSD allowed for source-position reporting with degeneration in the detector’s radial
direction. The direct relationship between the dose and distance to the 192Ir source was
used to build each scintillator response function used for source position triangulation. The
voltages produced at each channel with the source at various positions were recorded in real
time and translated into a dose value. Then, these measured dose values were introduced
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as input information in the scintillators dose response function and interpolated to deter-
mine the distance to the source. As the mPSD was composed of three scintillators, three
combinations of source coordinates (xi, zi) were determined for each dwell position. The
overall source position in space (x, z) was determined through a weighted average calcula-
tion, as shown in equations 1 and 2. In equations 1 and 2 σi refers to the combined standard
deviation associated with the source-scintillator distances.
x =
∑
i
xi/σ
2
i∑
i
1/σ2i
(1)
z =
∑
i
zi/σ
2
i∑
i
1/σ2i
(2)
Real-time measurements were acquired while the source dwelled at different distances
from the mPSD, and an off-line analysis was performed. Measurements were performed
with the source and detector isotropically covered by at least 20 cm of water to ensure a full
scatter condition, as required by the TG-43 U1 formalism36. The catheters were inserted
in a custom-made poly(methyl methacrylate) phantom composed of two catheter insertion
templates of 12 x 12 cm2, separated by 20 cm18,25. This phantom was placed inside a 40
x 40 x 40 cm3 water tank to mimic TG43 U1 conditions for a high energy source (i.e. 20
cm of water past the last measurement position38), allowing for source-to-detector parallel
displacement with 0.1-mm positioning accuracy. Figure 4 is a schematic representation of
the plans created to track the source position. Nine needles were used to send the source to
the desired position. The numbers at the top of Figure 4 are the catheter numbers, while
those at the bottom indicate the distance from the source to the mPSD.
Two irradiation plans were created to test the ability of the system to track the source
position. In Plan 1, the source dwelled only inside Catheter 1, with a 1-mm step between
each dwell position. In total, the plan had 101 dwell positions with a dwell time of 10 s
each. In Plan 2, the HDR source dwelled inside Catheters 1 through 9, but only once per
catheter. As in Plan 1, a dwell time of 10 s per source position was planned. Both Plans 1
and 2 were delivered seven times each.
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Fig. 4 Schematic of the nine catheters and source positions used for source positioning tracking
with the mPSD.
II.H. Planned vs. mPSD’s measured dwell time
We further evaluated the ability of the real-time mPSD measurements to extract dwell
times under various irradiation conditions. Seven irradiation plans were created, and all the
parameters of the plan were fixed except the dwell time. In all cases, the source dwelled
inside Catheter 1 (Figure 4 with a 1-mm step between each position. The dwell times used
were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, and 20 s.
For the signal pulse produced at a planned dwell position (dp), dwell times were extracted
from measurements using the following parameters18: (a) mean signal (µs); (b) mean back-
ground signal (µb); (c) signal standard deviation (σs); and (d) background standard deviation
(σb). An active dwell position was considered when µs ± σs > µb ± σb. To distinguish the
signal from one dwell position dpN from that of the subsequent one dpN+1, we considered
as a discriminator the relationship (µs,dpN ± σs,dpN ) 6= (µs,dpN+1 ± σs,dpN+1). Once the dwell
position dpN from the whole collected signal was isolated, the measured elapsed time was
quantified. Discrepancies in dwell time measurements were evaluated using the planned
dwell times as references.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
III.A. Improved light collection efficiency
Table I summarizes the results obtained from our experiment investigating the impact
of the BA block on the efficiency of signal collection. The first column in Table I shows
the location where the images were acquired according to the schematic shown in Figure 2.
Columns 2 and 3 show the mean signal intensity (µs) obtained in the profiles plateau region
as well as its associated standard deviation σ. The µs values were normalized to the image
µs value obtained at the fiber’s output. Column 4 shows the gain factor at each interface.
Columns 5 and 6 show the profile’s FWHM obtained for the reference system and Test # 1,
respectively. Because of the geometry and light-cone divergence, signal losses were observed
in all the channels. Nonetheless, these results demonstrate that the additional optical block
helps to collimate the light transmitted through the mPSDs optical fiber and consequently
reduce the signal collection losses by a factor of almost 2. Important gains were observed
in CH-2s x and y-directions and CH-3, reaching values of 3.26, 4.19, and 4.60, respectively.
According to the analysis of the profiles FWHM, the mean FWHM value for the reference
system was 4.43 ± 0.24 mm, while in Test #1 it was 4.06 ± 0.08 mm.
The results from Test # 2 are not shown in Table I because changing the filter in CH-4
only influenced the light collected in that channel. The mean signal obtained was 0.63 ±
0.12, in contrast to the mean signal of 0.35 ± 0.13 obtained in Test #1. A10033-63 and
A10033-71 are longpass filters with cut-on wavelengths of 600 nm and 510 nm, respectively.
Linares Rosales et al.18 showed that in the wavelength range of 510 to 600 nm, there was
scintillation light that was not used. Hence, replacing the A10033-63 filter with the the
A10033-71 filter allowed for additional improvement in the signal-collection efficiency in
CH-4.
III.B. Contribution to the uncertainty chain
Figure 5 shows the relative contribution of detector position uncertainty (UTPS) and
measurement uncertainty (UM) as a function of source-to-detector distance for all three
scintillators. A similar study was performed by Andersen et al.37 with an aluminum oxide
crystal (Al2O3:C) attached to a 1-mm optical fiber reporting a maximum UM of about 40
13
Table I Results of the analysis of the beam aligner (BA) blocks effect on the dosimetry system. µs
refers to the mean signal obtained in the profiles plateau, and σ its associated standard deviation.
µs values are normalized to the image µs obtained at the entrance interfaces output.
Normalized signal intensity FWHM
(µs ± σ) (mm)
Location Ref. System Test #1 Gain Ref. System Test #1
Entrance interface 0.510 ± 0.11 0.88 ± 0.08 1.73 4.81 4
CH - 1 x 0.421 ± 0.09 0.760 ± 0.10 1.79 4.81 4
CH - 1 y 0.118 ± 0.19 0.180 ± 0.01 1.53 4.46 4.1
CH - 2 x 0.092 ±0.15 0.300 ± 0.12 3.26 4.65 4.1
CH - 2 y 0.020 ± 0.18 0.084 ± 0.14 4.19 4.27 4
CH - 3 0.002 ± 0.12 0.010 ± 0.12 4.60 4.21 4
CH - 4 0.040 ± 0.14 0.068 ± 0.13 1.70 4.23 4.21
FWHM: Full width at half-maximum, CH: Channel
% at 50 mm from the source. The maximum UM observed was 17 % for the BCF-60 at
100 mm from the source. UM values for BCF-10 and BCF-12 were always under 13% at
all the distances tested. Even if the light produced by the scintillators in the mPSD was
subject to multiple optical filtration, the measurement uncertainty remained low at the
longest distances, especially in comparison with the results reported by Andersen et al.37.
It is important to underline that the uncertainty in the expected dose UTPS was solely
accounted for by the positioning uncertainty. AAPM Task Group 138 and GEC-ESTRO39
reported that the expanded relative propagated uncertainty (k = 2 or 95% confidence level)
for dose at 1 cm of high-energy brachytherapy sources along their transverse plane was 6.8%.
This uncertainty would compound with UC to complete the error chain.
Figure 5 constituted a metric in this work to define the most appropriate distance for
mPSD calibration. Table II shows the sweet-spot values associated with each scintillator
in the mPSD. These distances represent the best compromise between mispositioning and
measurement uncertainty for the mPSD system under evaluation. Of course, UC is specific
to the detector usedin this case, to each sensor of the multipoint dosimeter. Such analysis
should be performed as a standard of practice when reporting the performance of an in vivo
14
Fig. 5 Contribution of the measurement and positioning uncertainties to the mPSD response in
HDR brachytherapy. The uncertainty values are relative to the dose at the given depth. Uc is the
combination of the TG-43 dose gradient uncertainty (UTPS) and the measurements uncertainty
(UM ).
Table II Recommended distance to source for mPSD calibration for HDR brachytherapy.
Sweet-spot
Scintillator Distance (mm) Uc (%)
BCF10 17.2 3.8
BCF12 17.4 3.6
BCF60 17.5 4.3
dosimeter owing to the strong distance dependence displayed in brachytherapy.
III.C. Angular dependence
Figure 6 depicts the angular dependence of the mPSD system with and without the
use of a bandpass filter coupled to the BCF-60 scintillator. The dotted lines represent the
trendlines of each detectors response. The dose values in Figure 6 are normalized to each
scintillator’s response at 90◦. Previous studies have analyzed the angular dependence of some
plastic scintillators40–43, but to our knowledge, none have examined a multipoint detector
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configuration. A study by Archambault et al.40 on a single-point plastic scintillator dosimeter
composed of BCF-12 and irradiated using an external beam found no angular dependence in
response, with a maximum deviation of 0.6%. They highlighted the importance of employing
a stem-effect removal technique to avoid larger deviations caused by angular dependence.
Wang et al.41,42 also found angular independence for a BCF-12 detector, with responses
varying by about 2%. Furthermore, the angular independence of a BCF-60 detector has
been previously established43. A study by Lambert et al.44 recommended the use of plastic
scintillator dosimeters with diameter-to-length ratios below 5:1 for brachytherapy purposes;
this would ensure detector response variation within 1.5% as a function of angle to the
source. The mPSD under evaluation in the present study was composed of 3 mm of BCF-
10, 6 mm of BCF-12, and 7 mm of BCF-60. In this context, only the diameter-to-length
ratio of BCF-10 would fall into the range recommended by Lambert et al.44.
Figure 6 shows that as angles went beyond 90◦, a clear angular dependence emerged in the
BCF-12 and BCF-60 curves, up to almost +10% when no filter was used. We hypothesized
that this effect was due to cross-excitation of the sensors. We tested this hypothesis by
using a 400 to 600-nm bandpass filter coupled to the BCF-60 sensor, which would be the
one producing the least amount of direct scintillation light at large angle (farthest from the
source) and thus the most susceptible to excitation by the other two scintillators. After
this simple addition to the system, all of the scintillator responses were essentially flat at all
angles.
III.D. Source position tracking
III.D.1. Absorbed dose measurements
The violin plots45 in Figure 7 show the density distributions of the relative differences
between each scintillators measured dose and the dose calculated by TG-43 during irradia-
tions with Plans 1 and 2. The inner boxes represent the interquartile ranges, and the white
dots inside the boxes indicate the median values. The scintillators’ measured doses did not
deviate by more than 5% from the TG-43 predicted dose. The median values were close to 0,
and the highest densities were also close to 0 (values close to 0 and a small dispersion around
it represent better agreement with the reference). BCF-12, the middle sensor, had the least
16
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Fig. 6 The mPSDs response as a function of angle to the HDR brachytherapy source. Dose
values are normalized to 90◦. Bars represent standard deviations. Dotted lines are the trends in
the mPSDs response.
dispersion, with an interquartile range within 1% of the deviations. During measurements,
the distance from the BCF-12 detector to the source remained relatively constant owing
to its central position inside the mPSD, whereas the BCF-10 and BCF-60 detectors were
subject to more extreme distance variations and accordingly exhibited greater dispersion in
the difference between measured and expected (TG-43) doses. Nonetheless, for each sensor,
75% of the sample was found to be within a deviation range of 2.5%. The points with
differences greater than 2.5% corresponded to positions with source-to-detector distances of
more than 6.5 cm.
The high-dose-gradient field imposed by the 192Ir source at short distances may induce
a substantial uncertainty in the dose determination, on the order of 20% per millimeter at
10 cm from the source. That effect was not observed in this study. We explain this result
thus: the actual position of each sensor in the mPSD was calibrated initially. Also, the
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Fig. 7 Density distribution of the relative errors between the scintillators measured doses and TG-
43 during source-tracking analysis for HDR brachytherapy. Boxes represent interquartile ranges
(quartile 1 and quartile 3), and the white dots inside the boxes represent the median values. The
inner vertical lines extend from each quartile to the minimum or maximum.
expected dose values used in this study were calculated by considering each scintillator as a
volume, not as a single point in space. Such an approach accounts for the fact that the dose
gradient is not constant and varies as a function of distance to the source, including inside
the scintillator volumes themselves.
III.D.2. Source-position determination
Figure 8 presents the determination of the source position by triangulation46. Figures
8a, 8b, and 8c illustrate the configuration of the mPSD and the source positions in the z-
and x-directions, respectively, during irradiations. Figure 8a shows the mPSD coordinate
system used for source-position triangulation. Figures 8b and 8c illustrate the delivery of
Plans 1 and 2, respectively. Figures 8d and 8e summarize the absolute deviation (in mm)
on the x and z axes, between the calculated position of the mPSD and the planned one, for
a source moving along the z axis (Plan 1) or along the x axis (Plan 2). Figures 8f and 8g
show the absolute difference between the radial distance to the planned source position and
the triangulated one, along the same two axes. The gray vertical lines in Figures 8f and 8g
represent the standard deviation of each triangulated position. The dotted lines in Figures
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8d, 8e, 8f, and 8g represent the trendlines of the calculated deviations.
The source-position tracking showed that, as the source moved away from each scintillator
volume, the measurement uncertainty started to affect the mPSDs capacity to report a
precise distance to the source. Thus, the source triangulation process became less effective.
The radial distance to the source was defined as the distance from each scintillators effective
center to the source dwell position. We observed differences above 1 mm in the radial
distance prediction at distances past 62 mm for BCF-10, 60 mm for BCF-12, and 55 mm
for BCF-60. In addition, BCF-60 had greater UM values at long distances from the source.
Results from Plan 1 (Figures 8b and 8d) demonstrated that when the source dwelled at the
extremities of the mPSD, deviations in source reporting could reach a maximum of 1.8 ± 1.6
mm in the x or z axes. The trendlines shown in Figure 8d help to visualize this behaviour.
However, as depicted in Figures 8e and 8g, the maximal observed deviation from the planned
position for the delivered Plan 2 was never greater than 0.92 ± 0.5 mm.
Therriault-Proulx et al.25 used a multipoint configuration with a single optical fiber as
an in vivo verification tool for HDR brachytherapy. Based on a determination of each
independent scintillators offset, they used a weighted approach to report the overall offset
between the expected and calculated positions of the 192Ir source. Although this weighted
offset improved their source-position detection, offsets greater than 2.5 mm were reported,
limiting their HDR brachytherapy measurements to a range within 3 cm of the source.
In contrast, the current study demonstrated that an optimized system can extract source
positions with maximal deviations of no more than 1.8 mm for a range up to 10 cm from
the source.
III.E. Planned vs. measured dwell time
Figure 9 shows the deviations between the measured dwell times for our mPSD system
and the planned ones as a function of distance to the source. The dotted lines represent
the average measurement differences for each individual scintillator, whose positions are
represented by squares. The shaded region around the average line shows the standard
deviation extracted from all the dwell times measured. Taking as reference a range from
−10 to +10 mm around each scintillators effective position (radially), the average dwell time
measured by BCF-10 was within 0.03 ± 0.04 s of the planned dwell time, while the BCF-12
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Fig. 8 Source-position determination. (a), (b), and (c) illustrate the plans: (a) Schematic of
the mPSD coordinate system used for source-position triangulation; (b) corresponds to Plan 1;
(c) corresponds to Plan 2. (d) and (e) show differences (in mm) between the distance from the
mPSD to the planned source position and the distance to the triangulated one: (d) for Plan 1, (e)
for Plan 2. (f) and (g) show the absolute difference between the radius to the planned position
and the radius to the triangulated one for Plan 1 (f) and Plan 2 (g). Dotted lines represent the
trendlines of the deviations between the calculated positions and the planned ones. In (f) and (g),
the vertical gray lines represent the standard deviation of each triangulated position.
average response was 0.04 ± 0.04 s, and that of BCF60 was 0.03 ± 0.05 s.
When the source was moved to larger distances from a given scintillators effective posi-
tion, the deviations between the measured and planned dwell times increased accordingly.
Evidently, at short distances from the source, the high gradient field characteristic of the
192Ir source allowed to us obtain a sharp pulse of signal and, as a consequence, proper dif-
ferentiation of the signal from one position to the subsequent one. At long distances, as
shown by Andersen et al.37, detectable source displacement is more difficult to obtain for
small dwell times owing to the increased measurement uncertainty.
The capability of the mPSD system in measuring the source dwell time was evaluated
for a range up to 10 cm from the source. The maximum deviation observed at all distances
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Fig. 9 Deviation of mPSD measured dwell times from planned dwell times as a function of distance
to the source. Dotted lines represent the average of the scintillators deviations. The continuous
line represents the sensors weighted average deviation. The shaded region represents the standard
deviation. The squares along the bottom correspond to each scintillators effective position.
using the BCF-60 detector was 0.56 ± 0.25 s. The beauty of our mPSD system, however,
is that one or more additional sensors could be placed closer to the source to provide an
alternate measurement. In our case, a weighted average over all three scintillators was
performed (continuous line in Figure 9), resulting in a maximum deviation of 0.33 ± 0.37 s.
This level of accuracy is sufficient for clinical validation of individual dwell times for most
configurations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we presented the performance of an mPSD system for HDR brachytherapy
and studied the uncertainty chain by extracting the relative contributions of measurement
and positioning uncertainties as function of distance from the source. We used this analysis
as a metric to find the conditions that ensure the best compromise between positioning
and measurement uncertainties for mPSD calibration. The mPSD angular response was flat
within 2%, provided that cross re-excitation of the scintillators was prevented by a bandpass
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filter. The triangulation approach was applied to track the source position in space. As long
as the mPSD-to-source distance was within 6 cm, the source position could be extracted to
within 1 mm of the expected position, increasing to 1.8 mm at 10 cm. In all of the explored
conditions, dose differences relative to TG-43 expected doses were within 5%. At distances
up to 6.5 cm the dose deviation distribution for each sensor was within 2.5% of the TG-43
expected dose. The mPSDs capacity for measuring the source dwell time was evaluated for
a range of source-to-detector distances of up to 10 cm, with a maximum single-scintillator
deviation of 0.56 ± 0.25 s. Dwell time measurements exhibited the largest deviations for
small dwell time values (1 s) and longer distances from the scintillators effective position.
However, the maximum average weighted deviation of the measured dwell times over all
three scintillators was 0.33 ± 0.37 s, and the weighted average was 0.07 ± 0.05 s at all
distances covered in this study. Thus, this study demonstrated that the described system
can be used as an in vivo dosimeter for real-time source tracking, individual dwell time
measurements, and dose reporting.
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